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Continuing its commitment to the proliferation of comprehensive educational development in the Sultanate of Oman, Gulf College Mabellah, under the esteemed auspices of Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, has amplified its informational resources in the campus through concerted efforts from the GC administration as well
as genuine partnerships with other academic institutions and government agencies.
During an interview with CEO Dr. Issa during
the celebration of Oman’s Renaissance day,
the honourable chairman declared that GC’s
primary mission is to provide the best levels
of education for the citizens of this blessed
and generous country. Thus the faculty and
management of the college honed its energies in establishing a campus that features
premier education and top shelf facilities. Dr.
Issa further stated that the institution’s drive
to progress is greatly inspired by the pride,
strength and prosperity exhibited by the
great Sultanate of Oman itself, under the
wise leadership of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al Said.
Aside from its superior faculty and academic

Gulf College also boasts an excellent
technical facility, with all buildings
equipped with optical fiber spines to
ensure rapid information transfer and a
unified, top-quality database. GC also
sports a highly sophisticated IT solutions system and an advanced global
communications network; the first of its
kind in the Sultanate, and second in
existence across the Gulf region according to the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC). CEO Dr. Issa also ensures that
GC will never cease in its pursuance of
excellence, thereby dedicating its
achievements in the service of the Sultanate.
PARAGON. Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi

Gulf College continues to fortify
its academic structure as the
dean, deputy deans, department
heads, managers and staff ascertained that their preparations are
worthy of the ISO certification
standards.

LOCUS. The Gulf College team, led by Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Deputy Dean for Quality Assurance and Partnerships, prepare for the first ISO audit certification.

and centres intensified their
preparation and held true to
the pursuance of quality during the stage 1 audit, much to
the conciliation of the external
auditor. These measures include the quality manual,
quality plan, staff development reports, student pro-

gression, retention rate data,
workshops
report,
handbooks, and feedback mechanisms.
The major offices of Gulf College also continue to produce
and review significant materials for their respective departments, faculties, and cen-

The ISO 9001:2008 stage 1 audit,
headed by Mr. Ramachandran Pandurungan, OMS, commenced reviews of all the pertinent documents
necessitated by the ISO. All faculties

tres such as: Admissions and
Registrations, Students’ Academic
Affairs,
Students
’Activities, Learning Resource
Centre, Quality Enhancement
Centre, Career Advisory and
Alumni Affairs Centre, Information Technology and Education Centre, Research and

Entrepreneurship Centre, and
Administration and Finance.
The faculties of Business,
Computing and Foundation
have
also
implemented
groundwork to support the
college. Gulf College is set to
achieve the final ISO certification by the end of the academic year.
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Chief)

In behalf of the academe, Dean Prof. Dr Taki
Al Abduwani extended an appreciative welcome to the special needs students of GC
currently enrolled in the Faculty of Business
Studies and Faculty of Foundation Studies,
as well as their parents and guardians during
a conference held at GC Mabellah.
During the event, Prof. Dr. Taki stated that GC’s
primary mission is to assist the students in realising and achieving their full academic, skill, and
extracurricular potentials. He then assured the
attendees that GC will continue to dedicate its
efforts in furthering the progress of its enrolees,
be it in the institution or in their careers. Prof.
Dr. Taki also mentioned that Gulf College
strives to contribute to the excellent learning
standards , as the college
fervently believes in the merit
and learning capabilities of all
types of students.
Prof. Dr. Taki further notes
that GC is focusing its energies on equipping SN students with valuable communication skills, so that they may
seamlessly interact in the
arenas of industry and business. He announced that the
college now offers an en-

VANGUARDS. Prof Dr Taki Al Abduwani, GC Dean, Dr Mohanned Al Obaidy, Dean for Reasearch and
Academics, and Ms Oumayma Ali Ahmed and Ms Rida Bahkit, GC SN lecturers discourse with special needs students and their parents/guardians.

riched and highly-effective
language programme for the
SN students. The aforementioned programme is designed to provide learners
with empirical and applicative
information necessary for day
-to-day communication. The
college believes that such
knowledge is vital in helping
SN students overcome language barriers.

Staffordshire University’s award boards
concluded the moderation of the final
bulk of examination scripts for Gulf College’s Faculty of Foundation Studies
(FFS), Faculty of Business Studies (FBS)
and Faculty of Computing Sciences (FCS)
departments.
Faculty members have each prepared, reviewed, and enhanced exam scripts ready
for distribution in each department. After
checking and evaluation, the External Examiners were mollified with the way the lecturers of the FFS, FBS and FCS departments
underwent the process of moderation and
marking of the exam scripts in which S.U.
standards were ensured. S.U. delegations
appreciated the GC management in the excellent conveyance of the programme and
other support provisions which made the
partnerships for a decade an unambiguous
feat.

Furthermore, Prof. Dr. Taki
assured parents and guardians that GC will do its level
best to provide employment
opportunities for all of its
graduates, especially its SN
learners.
Meanwhile, the SN lecturers
as well as the members of the
faculty also pledged to support SN students and assist in
their learning to the best of

their abilities. Notable attendees of the event include
Dr. Mohanned Al Obaidy,
Deputy Dean for Academics
and Research , Dr.Khalid
Abu Zayed, Business Studies
Faculty Head, Mr. Masood
Ahmad Khan, Foundation
Studies Faculty Head, Ms
Rida Bahkit and Ms Oumayma Ali Ahmed, Mr.Hassan,
SN lecturers.

COMPREHENSIVE. The FFS faculty researchers present their abstract to Mr Paul Toft, SU PA Advisor
International and to Ms. Karen Goodchild, External Examiner.

Faculty of Foundation Studies (FFS) lecturers and researchers recently presented an exhaustive study on GC learners’ performance to Staffordshire University
(Su) Programme Advisor International Mr. Paul Toft . (Page 3)

What’s Up in Oman?
Oman’s Jebel Shams is considered by
astronomers as a prime location for
viewing Pluto during NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft encounter this month.
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Gulf College proves its scholastic proficiency once more as the Faculty of Business Studies (FBS) received the highest honour in research granted by the Asia Pacific Journal of
Research (APJR).

Ms. Faiza Kiran Ahmed

The aforementioned study
was penned by Ms. Faiza
Kiran Ahmed, FBS lecturer
and Manager of the Centre
for Career Advisory and
Alumni. The award-winning
paper provided an analysis
of varying perspectives in
the field of business and
economics,
entitled
“Bankers’ Perceptions on
Islamic Banking in Oman”. It
utilized gathered answers
and statements from employees working in Islamic

banks in Muscat. The paper
presents primary data through
structured questionnaire involving samples of 140 respondents, while the survey
employs an exploratory factor
analysis to examine the respondents’ insights about the
subject. The general consensus revealed that bankers
have limited knowledge in this
area prior to working with
their respective banks. Meanwhile, Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani,
GC
Dean,
Dr.

Shameena
Mehtab,DD-QA
and Partnerships, and Dr
Khalid Abuzayed, Faculty of
Business Studies Head,all
expressed salutations and
commendations for Faiza and
her work. Dean Prof. Dr. Taki
also encouraged other academicians from the college to
partake of intensive academic studies to not only further
the pursuit of excellent thriving industries of the Sultanate.

As a means of bettering the written and
verbal communication techniques of GC
students, Gulf College, as led by the
Faculty of Foundation Studies (FFS) and
the Quality Assurance Office embarked
on a workshop series regarding the basics of news writing as well as the tenets of social graces.

DERIVATIVE. The workshop leaders with FFS Faculty Head Mr. Masood Khan during the event.

FFS lecturers Dr. Rosanna LuceroManalo, Dr. Ruel Ancheta, Dr. Ester
Simagala, and Ms. Cherubim Gilbang
presented their research abstract to the
SU delegates. The research, entitled
“Spelling Errors committed by Semester
1 students of Gulf College in Written
Composition”, analysed scores garnered from different learning instrument.
The proponents discussed in detail the
pertinent sections of their study, including the different methods on how to cor-

ing the different methods on how to correct spelling errors, conceptual frameworks, types of spelling errors, developmental stages of the respondents, interventions needed to improve spelling and
also some corrective measures necessary in spelling Gulf College aims to
stimulate the research culture and boost
the research creativity and tenacity of its
lecturers. Dr. Rosanna, Research Coordinator also encouraged students to
explore research approaches in-depth.

The workshop was conducted at F22,
with Dr. Hazel Tagalog and Dr. Rodrigo
Velasco serving as the resource speakers
for news writing. Both speakers expounded
on the craft of straight new writing; emphasizing the importance of the 5W’s and
1H.It also gave valuable points for citing
the best attitude in handling a conversation
on the telephone, eating habits, handshaking, greetings, writing letters, and sending
e-mails. The workshop garnered maximum
participation, as Mr. Masood Ahmad Khan,
FFS head, gave his welcome remarks to
the students and staff. The sudden increase of partakers is attributed to the
rigid campaign effort to the department as
part of the co-curricular activities of FFS.

Announcements
Resit 2015 schedules for the Faculty of
Business Studies and Faculty of Computing Sciences are now available at
www.gulfcollege.edu.om
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Cozy parley with Shahab
The Editor in chief of GC News Gazette is
very lucky to meet and have a head to head
rendezvous with Mr Shahab Hamed Al
Ramadhani ,heading the ROP Civil Status
Department of the Sultanate for 13 years .

Shahab Hamed Al Ramadhani

Here is his wonderful story... Education is
still the winning formula for career success .I must admit that I am very confident
that all things are very possible to a man
flicked in his vein the will power to finish a
degree. After my two and a half years stay
in the Military College ,I obtained a diploma
but I have to catch up every opportunity to
work and grow so I worked as an instructor

eight years in the Crew Resource Management .
The will power to
finish a degree still
brushed in my memory so I decided to enroll
in Gulf College and luckily after several Years
of burning my eyebrows, I got my Bachelor’s Degree in Business Management. My
parents ,wife and my three kids were the happiest then. GC provided me the best education
and gave me the right perspective and attitude
of being a vibrant leader .Its teachings are lingering to every destination my feet bring me. I
maybe away now from my lecturers but their
thoughts are seeds that keep on growing each
day in my life .They make my heart robust and
my spirit in full bloom .

The Oman helicopter crewmen during their emergency operations
Hard toil and tough grind were paid off and
yet, I simply never bask on my laurels. I
catch every opportunity to work ;so, I soar
high meeting the demands of my countrymen .For eight (8) long years I worked as
Deputy Helicopter Crewman and saved a lot
of lives during emergency operations .Every
sensitive and delicate operation should be
handled and delivered efficiently and I cannot afford to see one left out. My position in
the Royal Oman Police (ROP) as a Supervisor before does not make me high ; instead ,it makes me lowlier to reach out
many people especially those

who are in the brink of life and death. Being a
father of three healthy and amazing children
with my wife backing me up is almost fulfilling;
but, I have to admit the fact that I need to have
more experience on focusing in any endeavor .
Love of work plays a major role and then
faith ,whatever obstacles will lead to a satisfactory results. I believe in my capacity and I stand
on my philosophy in life ,to take Education with
me along with my duty to my country and my
family. I could not drop one in favour of the
other .They are all equally important to me. My
journey is half trudged and my fight is half fought yet. So I must keep on going.

“Gulf College provided me the best education
and gave me the right perspective and attitude
of being a vibrant leader .”

